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Water as a Source of Power
Water furnishes the cheapest_kmd of power, provided itjrpmes from
streams that flow regularly at all seasons and descend rapidly to provide
a good "head." Trie "first" cost" of water power plants may be great, but
afterward the expenses are slight. Three conditions are favorable : (1)
rugged relief, (2) lakes or pther_reservoirsL and (3) an abundant rainfall
well distributed throughout the year.
 (1)	How Rugged Relief Favors the Use of Waterpower.   In a rugged
country th_e streams descend rapidly, thus furbishing, .a proper ji'ead of
water.    How "Important this is may be illustrated by comparing" IKe
Mississippi River in its upper and lower portions.   The available power
from the main stream of the river during its course of nearly a thousand
miles in the great central plain, where it descends only 5 inches per mile,
is only 147,000 horsepower.   A smaller amount of water flowing a similar
distance in the upper tributaries in regions of rugged relief where it
descends rapidly, is capable of furnishing 6,430,000 horsepower, or about
43 times as much as in the plain.
 (2)	How La^es Favor the Use of Waterpower.  Lakes are also a great
help in the development of waterpower.   They serve as reservoirs so that
the volume of the rivers which flow jrom them varies relatively liffleTfrom
season to season.   FoT example, the NiagaraTRiver? coming tromlEe huge
reservoirs 6i tEe Great Lakes, carries only one-third more water at its
highest than at its lowest level.   The Potomac, with no lakes whatever,
sometimes at flood seasons carries 250 times as much water as in dry
seasons.   In July, 1911, a drought caused the lakeless Catawba River in the
Carolinas to become so low that 152 cotton mills shut down for lack of
power, and 70,000 operatives were thrown out of work.   Such^vajiadoiis
do so much harm that power companies have spent millions of dollars jn
"	sjhe Connecti-
cutan3Tlts tributaries.
The presence of abundant vegetation has somewhat the same effect
as; lakes in stcadying'the volume ot nvers. Where the slopes are well
covered with vegetation, the rain does not run off all at once, but is caught
in"tKe" rootlets and soil, so that it seeps out slowly in springs. This is one
of the chief arguments for forest conservation.
(3) How*~ytfrundant Rainfall favors the Use of Waterpower. The
value of abundant and regular rainfall in promoting the use of water-
power may be judged from a comparison of Wisconsin and Nevada.
Although ^Wisconsin is only half as large as Nevada and less rugged, its
heavier rainfall makes its potential waterpower several hundred times as
great. In Washington, Oregon, and Idaho abundant rains on the west
slopes of high mountains make that region capable of furnishing two

